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BEAM-BEAM TAILS SIMULATION FOR KEK B-FACTORY

Dmitry Shatilov 2

KEK, National Laboratory for High Energy Physics3

abstract

The special tracking technique is applied for investigation of the beam-beam
interaction for KEK B-factory with a crossing angle at the IP. This technique
allows us to save a lot of CPU time while simulating the beam tails. The detailed
comparison with the brute force tracking code has been performed in order to
confirm the validity of the technique. After that, some simulation results for
KEKB are presented, which have shown that, in spite of synchro-betatron res-
onances induced by a crossing angle at the IP, the beam halo growing is quite
acceptable.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Beam-Beam interaction is known to be a main source of the long tails in the equilibrium
distribution of the particles in the colliding bunches, which shortens the lifetime and affects
the detector background. Since there are no possibilities to evaluate the beam tails analyt-
ically, the long-term brute force tracking is used to simulate it. Unfortunately, it takes a
huge CPU time to define the equilibrium distribution in the tails. The new tracking tech-
niques, developed by J. Irwin, T. Chen and R. Siemann[l, 2] in SLAC, and independently
by D. Shatilov[3, 4] in BINP, allow to reduce the required CPU time by several orders of
magnitude. We used Shatilov's tracking code LIFETRAC to study beam-beam effects for
KEKB with a crossing angle at the IP. In Section 2 we discuss the results of comparison
between LIFETRAC and Hirata's tracking code BBC. In Section 3 we present some results,
obtained by LIFETRAC for KEKB, and discuss the tails problem.

2 COMPARISON BETWEEN LIFETRAC AND BBC
TRACKING CODES

In our simulations we consider the lattice as linear, with defined betatron and synchrotron
tunes. All the nonlinearities are assumed to come from the beam-beam interaction. Param-
eters of the KEKB working point [5] are listed in the Table 1. The strong bunch was assumed
to be Gaussian in three directions, and it was divided longitudinally on 5 slices to take into
account the hourglass effect more accurately. The kicks were calculated by Bassetti-Erskine
formula[6], modified in the way it is symplectic in 6-dimensional sense[7].
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Table 1: Parameters of the KEKB working point.

On the first step of the comparison, we switched off the noise and damping, set the test
particle's normalized coordinates in the same initial point (x — 1, x' — 1, y — 1, y' ~ 1,
z — 1, z' = 1), and checked its coordinates after 100 turns (similar approach was used in [8]
to compare different tracking codes). We used the working parameters described in the
Table 1, but the space charge parameter £ has been increased in 10 times for the comparison
purpose. The 5 cases have been considered:



1) Head-on collision (no crossing angle).

2) Horizontal dispersion at the IP: f]x = lm.

3) Vertical dispersion at the IP: r\v — lm.

4) Horizontal crossing angle <j>x — 10 mrad (this working point is exactly the same as one
listed in the Table 1, except the value of £);

5) Horizontal crossing angle <f>x = 50 mrad.

Initial point
X

1
x'
1

y
1

y'
1

z
1

z'
1

head-on collision (no crossing angle)
BBC || -0.9741
LIFETRAC J -0.9745

-4.141
-4.135

0.1506
0.1504

2.527
2.527

0.5022
0.5022

-1.322
-1.322

horizontal dispersion at the IP: r)x — Ira
BBC II -1.205
LIFETRAC | -1.206

-0.3511
-0.3533

0.6926
0.6923

-1.170
-1.170

-0.8707
-0.8707

-1.144
-1.144

vertical dispersion at the IP: r\y — lm
BBC
LIFETRAC

1.109
1.109

0.0193
0.0183

1.824
1.828

1.191
1.213

-0.7940
-0.7940

-1.207
-1.207

crossing angle at the IP: (px = 10 mrad
BBC
LIFETRAC
LIFETRAC (10.0008 mrad)

-0.4668
-0.4714
-0.4693

-4.934
-4.907
-4.920

-0.7189
-0.7479
-0.7163

0.1092
0.0183
0.1227

0.1681
0.1679
0.1679

-1.381
-1.381
-1.381

crossing angle at the IP: <j>x — 50 mrad
BBC
LIFETRAC
LIFETRAC (50.107 mrad)

-0.8660
-0.8640
-0.8672

-0.4486
-0.3874
-0.4655

-0.5052
-0.3785
-0.4928

-0.2853
0.2511
-0.2264

-0.6195
-0.6217
-0.6210

-1.227
-1.226
-1.226

Table 2: Comparison between BBC and LIFETRAC: normalized test particle's coordinates
after 100 turns.

The comparison results are presented in the Table 2. Except the cases with the crossing
angle, the agreement is actually perfect. The small disagreement can be explained by two
points:

• BBC and LIFETRAC use the different set of parameters to define the working point.
Actually, they are equivalent, but some preliminary calculations are necessary to get
one set from the other one, which can be the source of a slight incoordination.



• BBC does a double-precision calculations, while LIFETRAC does a single-precision.
With the presence of noise such difference does not matter, but without noise it can
have an effect.

What's about crossing angle, there must be a difference, since BBC and LIFETRAC use
the different approaches in this point. Namely, BBC makes the Lorentz transformation[9] to
the frame, where the collision becomes head-on, calculates the beam-beam kick in this frame
and makes the back Lorentz transformation to the laboratory frame. This way, of course,
is more accurate, especially for large crossing angles. In LIFETRAC, the test particle is
assumed to belong to the opposite beam without crossing angle, but when calculating the
beam-beam kick, the appropriate value is added to its betatron impulse x', and the transverse
coordinate of the particle is calculated with account of the crossing angle and the longitudinal
displacement of the Collision Point from the Interaction Point. This approach also keep the
symplecticity and it should be valid for small crossing angles. Besides, the differences between
BBC and LIFETRAC can be significantly decreased by a slight change of the parameters.
For example, the crossing angle of 10.0008 mrad for LIFETRAC is actually equivalent to
10 mrad for BBC. It seems, for practical usage there are no differences between 10 mrad and
10.0008 mrad, since the accuracy of the measurements and accuracy of adjusting the orbit
do not allow to distinguish such small difference.

On the second step, we compared the equilibrium distributions obtained by BBC and
LIFETRAC for the KEKB working point (see Fig. 1). As we mentioned above, BBC does
brute force tracking. It took 80 hours of CPU time on HP computer AHSAD to get statis-
tics of 5 • 109 particle-turns. On the other hand, LIFETRAC use the special acceleration
algorithm, so that it took 7 hours of CPU time on KEKVAX computer to get statistics,
corresponding to 1013 particle-turns. As one can see, the agreement between two codes is
very good up to amplitudes of I2ay. The slight difference between contour lines arose due
to random noise, and this is normal for such simulations. On the larger amplitudes there
are significant differences, but this is probably the consequence of the insufficient statistics,
obtained on such amplitudes by BBC.

Finally, the comparisons gave us the confidence in validity of our simulations, and we
concentrated on the study of beam tails for KEKB.

3 TAILS SIMULATIONS NEAR THE KEKB WORK-
ING POINT

As one can see on Fig. 1, there are no long tails in the designed KEKB working point.
Nevertheless, to make sure that this working point is really good, one should check the area
near it. So, we tested two sets of working points, shifted in the betatron tunes' plane by
0.0025 and by 0.005 from the designed one (see Fig. 2). The equilibrium density plots for
these points are shown on Fig. 3 (shift by 0.0025) and Fig. 4 (shift by 0.005).

It is important to note, that the beam tails are much more sensitive to the working point,
than the beam core. This is the consequence of the small nonlinearity of beam-beam forces
on large amplitudes, which results in growing of the resonance width and strong dependence
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Figure 1: Equilibrium density in the space of normalized betatron amplitudes, obtained by
BBC (shaded, 5 • 109 particle-turns) and LIFETRAC (1013 particle-turns) for the KEKB
working point. The successive contour levels are at a constant ratio e below each other.



Figure 2: The plane of betatron tunes. The tested working points (small and big squares
around the point (0.52,0.08)) are shown. The resonances I • Qx + m • Qy + n • Qz = k are
shown as (l,m,n).
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Figure 3: The contour plots (10crx, 25<ry) for the working points, shifted by 0.0025 from the
designed one (see Fig. 2, small square). The successive contour levels are at a constant ratio
e below each other. The resonances / • Qx -f- m • Qy + n • Qz — k are shown as (/, m, n).
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Figure 4: The contour plots (10ax, 25ay) for the working points, shifted by 0.005 from the
designed one (see Fig. 2, big square). The successive contour levels are at a constant ratio e
below each other. The resonances l-Qx + m-Qy + n-Qz = k are shown as (l,m,n).



of the resonance location from the betatron tunes. On the other hand, in the core the widths
of high order resonances become very small, and besides the sensitivity to the betatron tunes
decreases due to high nonlinearity. So, the optimization of the parameters (here we vary
the betatron tunes only) can be reduced to two steps. First, one should find the area far
from the strong low-order resonances, where the beam core is not significantly disturbed.
Second, within this area one should test the beam tails and choose the working point more
accurately.

As is seen from Figures 3 and 4, the beam core remains actually the same for the tested
points, while the tails change significantly. The working resonances, which affect the beam
tails, are located in the tunes' plain near the working point (see Fig. 2). in contrast with
the resonances affected the beam core, which are shifted from the working point almost by
£. The synchro-betatron resonances are emphasized due to a crossing angle at the IP, but
nevertheless the situation with the tails seems to be quite acceptable. The only advice is to
avoid the shift of the betatron tunes in "right-down" direction.

4 CONCLUSION

We have compared two tracking codes: LIFETRAC (author D. Shatilov) and BBC (author
K. Hirata). The comparison has shown a good agreement between them and validity of the
acceleration algorithm, which is used in LIFETRAC and allows to simulate beam tails much
faster. After that, we scanned the plain of betatron tunes near the KEKB working point.
The simulation results have convinced us the feasibility of a scheme with a crossing angle at
the IP, since it was not detected a significant beam tails growing.
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